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9781550744583 Alexander Graham Bell PB Snapshots: Images of 

People and Places in 
History

Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781553375234 Amazing International Space Station, The PB Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781550744217 Animal Defenses PB Animal Behavior Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781550749847 Animal Talk PB Animal Behavior Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781550745757 Animals in Motion PB Animal Behavior Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781554532940 Are You Afraid Yet? HC Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2: Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text.

9781554532957 Are You Afraid Yet? PB Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2: Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text.

9781554537464 Big Green Book of the Big Blue Sea, The HC Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears.

9781554537471 Big Green Book of the Big Blue Sea, The PB Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears.

9781554534678 Biomimicry HCJ Non-Fiction RI 4 8 RI.4.8: Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a 
text.

9781553377016 Bogbrush the Barbarian HCJ Novel RL 4 4 RL.4.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
those that allude to significant characters found in mythology (e.g., Herculean).

9781554531387 Bugs Up Close HC Non-Fiction RI 4 8 RI.4.8: Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a 
text.

9781554531394 Bugs Up Close PB Non-Fiction RI 4 8 RI.4.8: Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a 
text.

9781554537761 Captive Prince, The HC Three Thieves Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554537778 Captive Prince, The PB Three Thieves Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554531370 Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose HC Non-Fiction RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event  in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554533626 Case Closed? HCJ Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 

9781554532810 Daily Comet, The HCJ Picture RI 4 8 RI.4.8: Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a 
text.

9781554531011 Dirt on Dirt, The HC Non-Fiction RI 4 8 RI.4.8: Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a 
text.

9781554531028 Dirt on Dirt, The PB Non-Fiction RI 4 8 RI.4.8: Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a 
text.

9781554534548 Don’t Touch That Toad and Other Strange Things Adults 
Tell You

HC Non-Fiction RL 4 1 RL.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when 1. explaining what the text says 
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781554536443 Dreadful Fates HC Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific
information in that text.

9781553376347 Fantastic Feats and Failures PB Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears.

9781553377917 Hayley Wickenheiser PB Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2: Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text.

9781554533442 If America Were a Village HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g. chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts and information in a text or part of a text. 

9781554535958 If the World Were a Village - Second Edition HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g. chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts and information in a text or part of a text. 

9781553376934 Into the Volcano PB Non-Fiction RI 4 6 RI.4.6: Compare and contrast a firsthand and
secondhand account of the same event or
topic; describe the differences in focus and the information provided.

9781554537112 Into the Woods HC Bigfoot Boy Early Chapter Book RL 4 1 RL.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781554537112 Into the Woods HC Bigfoot Boy Early Chapter Book RL 4 7 RL.4.7: Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral 
presentation of the text, identifying where each version reflects specific descriptions and 
directions in the text. 

9781554537129 Into the Woods PB Bigfoot Boy Early Chapter Book RL 4 1 RL.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781554537129 Into the Woods PB Bigfoot Boy Early Chapter Book RL 4 7 RL.4.7: Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral 
presentation of the text, identifying where each version reflects specific descriptions and 
directions in the text. 
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9781554530205 Jumbo Book of Space, The PB Jumbo Books Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally or quantitatively (e.g. in charts, 

graphs,, diagrams, time lines, animations or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears. 

9781553378600 Jurassic Poop HC Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicity 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781553378600 Jurassic Poop HC Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in a text or part of a text.

9781553378679 Jurassic Poop PB Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicity 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781553378679 Jurassic Poop PB Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in a text or part of a text.

9781554532582 Kids Book of the Far North, The PBwf Kids Book of Non-Fiction RI 4 10 RI. 4.10: By the end of year, read and comprehend informational texts, including 
history/social studies, science, and technical texts, in the grades 4–5 text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as
needed at the high end of the range.

9781554532582 Kids Book of the Far North, The PBwf Kids Book of Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2 : Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text.

9781554532582 Kids Book of the Far North, The PBwf Kids Book of Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in
which it appears.

9781554534388 Lila and Ecco’s Do-It-Yourself Comics Club HC Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears.

9781554534388 Lila and Ecco’s Do-It-Yourself Comics Club HC Non-Fiction RL 4 1 RL.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781554534395 Lila and Ecco’s Do-It-Yourself Comics Club PB Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and 
explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears.

9781554534395 Lila and Ecco’s Do-It-Yourself Comics Club PB Non-Fiction RL 4 1 RL.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781554535767 Lower the Trap HCJ Lobster Chronicles Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama or poem from details in the text; summarize the 
text. 

9781550744873 Lucy Maud Montgomery HC Snapshots: Images of 
People and Places in 
History

Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781554537624 Luz Makes a Splash HC Future According to Luz, 
The

Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554537693 Luz Makes a Splash PB Future According to Luz, 
The

Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554535811 Luz Sees the Light HC Future According to Luz, 
The

Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554537662 Luz Sees the Light PB Future According to Luz, 
The

Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554538232 Margaret and the Moth Tree HCJ Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character's thoughts, words, or actions).

9781553375715 Marie Curie PB Snapshots: Images of 
People and Places in 
History

Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781553379621 Martin Bridge: Blazing Ahead! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781554531578 Martin Bridge: In High Gear! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781553377733 Martin Bridge: On the Lookout! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781554531615 Martin Bridge: Onwards and Upwards! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781554531493 Martin Bridge: Out of Orbit! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781553377726 Martin Bridge: Ready for Takeoff! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781553379775 Martin Bridge: Sound the Alarm! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781554531592 Martin Bridge: The Sky’s the Limit! PB Martin Bridge Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize 
the text.

9781554537228 Mimi's Village HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 

9781554537228 Mimi's Village HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a characther, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g. a character's thoughts, words, or actions). 

9781554536429 Narrow Escape, A HCJ Lobster Chronicles Early Chapter Book RL 4 2 RL.4.2: Determine a theme of a story, drama or poem from details in the text; summarize the 
text. 

9781554531776 No Girls Allowed HC Non-Fiction RI 4 6 RI.4.6: Compare and contrast a firsthand and
secondhand account of the same event or
topic; describe the differences in focus and the information provided.
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9781554531783 No Girls Allowed PB Non-Fiction RI 4 6 RI.4.6: Compare and contrast a firsthand and

secondhand account of the same event or
topic; describe the differences in focus and the information provided.

9781553379546 One Well HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RL.4.7: Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral 
presentation of the text, identifying where each version reflects specific descriptions and 
directions in the text. 

9781554534746 Ortega HCJ Novel RL 4 6 RL.4.6: Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first- and third-person narrations.

9781554531974 Out of This World HC Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781554531981 Out of This World PB Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781550745740 Pioneer Thanksgiving, A PB Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific
information in that text.

9781554537532 Planet Ark HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 

9781554532032 Robots HC Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781554532049 Robots PB Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781553379676 Ryan and Jimmy HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2: Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text. 

9781553379676 Ryan and Jimmy HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781554532711 Ryan and Jimmy PB CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2: Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text. 

9781554532711 Ryan and Jimmy PB CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781550741131 Science Book for Girls, The PB Books for Girls Non-Fiction OA 4 1 OA.4.1: Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison. Represent verbal statements of 
multiplicative comparisons as multiplication equations. 

9781553379959 Science Detectives PB Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in that text.

9781553375609 Sea Monsters PB Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text.

9781553375609 Sea Monsters PB Non-Fiction RI 4 2 RI.4.2: Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text.

9781554534166 Sign of the Black Rock, The HC Three Thieves Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554534173 Sign of the Black Rock, The PB Three Thieves Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781550743999 Simple Machines PB Starting with Science Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781554532025 Sir Reginald’s Logbook HC Picture RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781550744019 Solids, Liquids and Gases PB Starting with Science Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781554533688 Space Tourism HCJ Machines of the Future Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally or quantitatively (e.g. in charts, 
diagrams, time lines, animations or interactive elements on Web pages) and explain how the 
information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears.

9781553376354 Sports Hall of Weird PB Non-Fiction RI 4 3 RI.4.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

9781553378877 Star Jumper PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 4 6 RL.4.6: Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first- and third-person narrations. 

9781550746532 Starting with Nature Bug Book PB Starting with Nature Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in a text or part of a text.

9781553378839 Strictest School in the World, The PB Mad Misadventures of 
Emmaline and 
Rubberbones, The

Novel RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

9781554537518 That One Spooky Night HC Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g. a characther's thoughts, words, or actions).  

9781554537525 That One Spooky Night PB Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g. a characther's thoughts, words, or actions).  

9781554534661 This Child, Every Child HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g. chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts and information in a text or part of a text. 

9781554532308 Time Twister HCJ Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 4 6 RL.4.6: Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first- and third-person narrations. 

9781554532315 Time Twister PB Journals of a Cardboard 
Genius

Early Chapter Book RL 4 6 RL.4.6: Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first- and third-person narrations. 

9781550748147 To the Top of Everest PB Non-Fiction RI 4 4 RI.4.4: Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or phrases 
in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject area. 

9781554534142 Tower of Treasure HC Three Thieves Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).
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9781554534159 Tower of Treasure PB Three Thieves Early Chapter Book RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 

specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).
9781553377214 Treasure at Sea for Dragon and Me, A HCJ Picture RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 

specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).
9781553378808 Treasure at Sea for Dragon and Me, A PB Picture RL 4 3 RL.4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 

specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).
9781553376699 Tree of Life HCJ CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g. chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 

problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts and information in a text or part of a text. 
9781554539611 Tree of Life PB CitizenKid Non-Fiction RI 4 5 RI.4.5: Describe the overall structure (e.g. chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 

problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts and information in a text or part of a text. 
9781554533664 Ultimate Trains HCJ Machines of the Future Non-Fiction RI 4 7 RI.4.7: Interpret information presented visually, orally or quantitatively (e.g. in charts, 

diagrams, time lines, animations or interactive elements on Web pages) and explain how the 
information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appe

9781554536306 Wise at Heart HCJ Non-Fiction RI 4 1 RI.4.1: Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 


